
Case Study of Wahid reintegration to family 

 

 

Wahid, 13 years old, Chapai Nawab Ganj, boy was a student of R. A. High School at the class of seventh. 

In the family life he was the younger among 2 brothers and one sister. His elder brother was at class 10 

and sister was a student of class nursery.  

His father Masud Rana works at a furniture shop in their town and his mother was housewife in 

profession. At 22 august 2018, next day of Eid-Ul-Azha, he 

left home due to being a small misunderstanding with his 

parents. After leaving home, he went to Capainawabganj 

railway station and stayed there. After sometimes he sit in the 

Mohananda train which is a train for Khulna-Rajshahi Travel. 

By travelling in that train he reached at Khulna railway station. 

After one day of arrival at Khulna, he met with street child 

Hossen and at 24 August 2018, 9am, he took Wahid to the DIC 

of JJS. The DIC is the center, where children living in street, 

have the lunch and health support. In the center, the social 

workers always working very hard to develop the mental health of the street children and tries to 

reintegrate with various facilities they deserves. Like other day activities when the social worker was 

running the session of children, he noticed Wahid. Then after the session he talked with Wahid personally 

and enquired about this life and the case of his presence to the center. After a long while of counselling, 

he told about his history for being there. Through counselling he was convinced for return back to his 

family. Then with the help of Probation officer of Khulna, JJS contacted with the probation officer of 

Chapainawabganj. But due to some legal procedure at that day his home returning was stopped. Then he 

was shifted to Sheikh Rasel rehabilitation center with the help of Khulna CMM court probation officer. 

After shifting to sheilh rasel center, JJS and Sheikh Rasel center jointly tried with his family.  After tring 

several way at 30 August, 2018 Wahid’s father, reached at Khulna Sheikh Rasel Center. There Wahid 

and his father was counselled about child protection and child development. After that the Deputy 

Director of Sheikh Rasel hand over Wahid’s responsibility to his father at 1:30 pm, 30 August, 2018.  

With the help of JJS, Wahid is now back to his family.  

 

 

 


